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Abstract

Ž .Because a near term goal of our research is to obtain optimal performance LiCoO rlithium phosphorus oxynitride Lipon rC thin2

film batteries, and due to the major importance of the electrolyte in any battery, we have recently been attempting to better understand the
causes of electronic shorting in our Lipon electrolyte films. After studying the residual and temperature-dependent stress of these films
and observing cracking after they had undergone a temperature change from 3008C to room temperature, we adopted a model in which
the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between Lipon and our glass substrates accounted for the cracking and therefore led to the

Žshorting. This model was also supported by evidence that Al films which had thermal expansion coefficients close to that of Lipon and
proved to act as ‘‘buffer layers’’ by preventing cracking of Lipon when glassrAlrLipon structures were cooled from 3008C to room

.temperature were successfully used to produce short-free AlrLiponrAl devices. q 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For the past several years, lithium phosphorus oxyni-
Ž .tride Lipon has been used as a solid state electrolyte for

w xlithium batteries 1,2 . A large stability window vs. Li
Ž w x.metal from 0 to 5.5 volts 2 and a relatively high ion

Ž y6 y1 w x .conductivity 2=10 S cm 2 at room temperature
are among the features that make it especially valuable for
this use. While rf magnetron sputtering of Li PO in either3 4

N or HeqN atmospheres has been the common method2 2
Ž w xused to deposit Lipon Refs. 1,2 and also by our group in

.the past , recently we have been studying a deposition
Ž .process, termed ion beam directed assembly IBDA , for

˚ 1Ž .controllably and rapidly )5 Ars depositing these
w xfilms 3 . To date, the properties of our IBDA-deposited

Lipon compare favorably with our rf sputter-deposited
Ž .Lipon. This includes its having higher: a mass density

Ž 3 3G2.4 grcm vs.F2.0 grcm for rf sputter-deposited
. Ž . Ž y6Lipon ; b lithium ion conductivity 1.5=10 Srcm vs.

y7 . Ž .5=10 for rf sputter-deposited Lipon ; and c decom-
Žposition voltage )6 V vs. 5.5 V for rf sputter-deposited

) Corresponding author. Tel.: q1-617-627-3136.
Ž .E-mail address: rgoldner@tufts.edu R.B. Goldner .

1 The deposition rate is primarily limited by the nitrogen ion beam
current density, and this can be increased by utilizing more andror higher
anode current ion guns.

.Lipon . However, electronic shorts have been encountered
repeatedly in our devices. This challenging problem, which
prevents accurately studying IBDA-deposited electrodes
Ž .e.g. C and LiCoO of our thin film solid state lithium2

battery, motivated us to investigate further some of the
thermomechanical properties of IBDA-deposited Lipon
films, since their cracking due to thermal stress was sus-
pected to be the principal cause of the shorting.

2. Electronic shorts study

2.1. Experimental

Since we started producing IBDA-deposited Lipon films,
Ž Ž . . Ž .metalrelectrolyte Lipon rmetal devices MEMs , in
which the metal was either Pt or Al, were routinely used to
evaluate the electrical properties of the Lipon films.

The Lipon films in this study were IBDA-deposited by
thermally evaporating Li PO using a resistance heated3 4

tungsten boat and simultaneously bombarding the sub-
strates with nitrogen ions provided by a Commonwealth

ŽScientific Mark I ion gun. The substrates Corning a 2947
.glass were mounted on a planetary system so that they

were spun and rotated around the chamber, which ensured
a homogeneous thickness. The basic parameters of the
Lipon depositions were: base pressure using an oil-diffu-
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sion pump -10y6 Torr, nitrogen flow rate f9.8 sccm,
chamber nitrogen pressure f2=10y4 Torr, Common-
wealth Scientific Mark I ion gun anode voltage f90 V

˚and anode current f0.9 A, deposition rate )5 Ars. The
films were deposited intermittently to keep the samples
from heating too much due to radiation from a tungsten
boat from which the Li PO was evaporated as well as3 4

radiation from the filament of the ion gun. A Chromel–
Alumel thermocouple embedded in a carbon block was
used to monitor the temperature. The reading for that
thermocouple was considered to be the highest attainable
temperature for the samples and was kept under 1008C
during these depositions. Under this constraint, each partial
deposition lasted about 4–5 min and the system was
allowed to cool down for at least 2 h between partial
depositions.

The platinum films for the MEM structures were de-
Žposited by rf sputtering 100 W, 5-in. diam. target, base

y6 .pressure -10 Torr, 10 mTorr argonsprocess gas ;
and the aluminum films were deposited by electron beam

Ž y6thermal evaporation base pressure-10 Torr, deposi-
.tion rate )1 nmrs . In none of these depositions, includ-

ing that of Lipon, were the substrates intentionally heated.
The MEM sandwiches that we fabricated for this study

were deposited under the previously mentioned conditions
onto 25=75 mm2, 1 mm thick microscope slides. The
metal electrodes were deposited through metal masks,
resulting in a crossed grid configuration. By using three
3-mm wide, 75-mm long strips as the bottom contacts and
eleven 3-mm wide by 25-mm long strips as the top con-

Žtacts 33 MEM cells each one with an active area of 9
2 .mm were obtained for each sample. In the AlrLiponrAl

˚samples the Al contacts were approximately 1200 A thick,
whereas the thickness of the Pt contacts was approximately

˚1400 A. The Lipon was deposited over the full area of
each sample.

These sandwich structures were used to determine the
presence of electronic shorts in our Lipon. Cells were

Žconsidered to be electrically shorted when a steady nonde-
.caying current across them was measured after applying a

step voltage. A Model 362 PAR potentiostat was used for
this purpose.

ŽAfter studying the yields defined as the fraction of
.MEMs that were not shorted after the deposition , the

same samples were heated to 3008C on a hot plate in the
laboratory atmosphere and cooled by removing the sam-
ples from the hot plate and placing them on a room
temperature metal plate. With the model of cracks due to
thermal stress in mind, this experiment was carried out to
see whether or not cracking occurred upon thermal tran-
sients of the films and to study the effect of the metal
underlayers.

A measure of the relative expansion coefficients of our
Lipon, Pt and Al films with respect to glass was obtained
by measuring the temperature dependence of the stress

w xusing the apparatus described by Aoki et al. 4 . The

technique consists of applying two parallel laser beams to
the film and using the measured deflection of the reflected
beams relative to each other to calculate the radius of
curvature of the sample. With that piece of information

Ž Ž . Ž . w x.and the Stoney equation cf. Eqs. 9 – 13 in Ref. 5 one
can determine the stress of the film at a given temperature.

ŽA resistance heater imbedded in an aluminum block on to
.which the samples were mounted was used to control the

temperature, which was monitored with a Chromel–Alumel
thermocouple. The samples were generally heated to a

˚maximum of 1108C. For this experiment, 2300-A-thick Al
films were deposited on two 25=25 mm2 cover glass

Ž .slides approximately 0.150 mm thick under the same
deposition conditions that were described previously for

˚the AlrLiponrAl structures. Approximately 220-A-thick
Pt films, sputtered also under the previously mentioned
conditions, were deposited on four cover glass slides. The
temperature dependent change in the curvature of the
sample, and therefore the temperature dependent change in
stress, was measured along two perpendicular directions in
the plane of the slide for each sample. Thus, we had four
sets of data for the change of stress as a function of
temperature for the Al films and eight sets for the Pt films.

Both the residual stress and the temperature dependence
of the stress in 25 of the IBDA-deposited Lipon films were

w xalso measured using the above described apparatus 4 .

3. Results and discussion

Ž .From the yields study we found that 27% 9 out of 33
of the platinum MEM cells had electronic shorts, whereas

Ž .0% none out of 33 of the aluminum MEM cells had
shorts. This was consistent with earlier observations where
MEMs with Al were always found to provide better yields
than MEMs with Pt.

Fig. 1. Photograph of cracks in Lipon after heating up to 3008C and
subsequently cooling the sample to 238C. Cracks stop at the region where
there is an aluminum film between the substrate and the Lipon film.
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After the MEM samples were heated on the hot plate
and allowed to cool down to room temperature, cracking
was observed in Lipon. Interestingly, cracking in the Lipon
showed differences depending on the nature of the metals
that we used as under-contacts. While in both samples
cracking occurred where the Lipon film was covering the
otherwise bare glass substrate, for the AlrLiponrAl sam-
ple the cracking ended abruptly wherever an Al strip was

Ž .underneath the Lipon film cf. Fig. 1 . In the case of the
PtrLiponrPt sample, however, not only did the cracking

Žnot end at the Pt underlayers, but even as observed by eye
.using grazing incidence illumination the density of cracks

in those regions where the Lipon covered the Pt strips was
higher than in those regions where the Lipon covered bare

Žglass and the cracks even had a different appearance cf.
.Fig. 2 . On the other hand, the top contacts on either of

those two MEM samples did not alter the arrangement or
location of the cracks.

For each data set of change of stress vs. increment of
temperature a linear fit was carried out. The average slope
of four sets of data of the Al films was y12=105 Par8C,
with a standard deviation of 1=105 Par8C. These sam-
ples always returned to their initial room temperature
stress conditions after being heated. For the Pt samples the
average slope was q2=105 Par8C with a standard devia-
tion of 3=105 Par8C. In this case the samples did not
always return to their initial stress conditions. Even though
the change in stress of the Pt films was more unpredictable
Žas indicated by the relatively large standard deviation

.compared to the average slope , perhaps due to an inhomo-
geneity in their thickness, the magnitude of the average
slope was one sixth of that for Al films. Since the slope of

Fig. 2. Photograph of cracks on an MEM device with Pt contacts. Cracks
formed everywhere upon heating up to 3008C and subsequently cooling
the sample to 238C. The density of cracks was larger in the areas with Pt
strips under the Lipon than in areas with Lipon in direct contact with the
glass substrate.

Fig. 3. Representative sets of data of change of stress vs. temperature
Ž .increment initial temperatures238C for Pt, Al and Lipon films. The

Ž .slope ds rdT is proportional to the difference in thermal expansion
w xcoefficients of the films and the cover glass 5 . Namely, the thermal

expansion coefficients of Lipon and Al are larger than that of the cover
glass, while that of Pt is smaller for that particular film.

the change in stress vs. increment of temperature is propor-
tional to the difference of thermal expansion coefficient of

w x.the film and the substrate Ref. 5 , these findings suggest
that the thermal expansion coefficient of our Pt films was
either comparable to that of glass or slightly smaller,
whereas the thermal expansion coefficient of our Al films
was clearly larger than the glass. This compares well with
the tabulated data for the thermal expansion coefficients of

Ž y6 w x.Al 25=10 r8C at 258C 6 , soda lime glass produced
Ž y6 w x.by Corning 9.35=10 r8C in the range 0–3008C 7

Ž y6 w x.and Pt 9=10 r8C at 258C 6 .
The residual stress of our IBDA-deposited Lipon films

has consistently been found to be tensile, ranging from
6=107 to 3.2=108 Pa for different deposition parame-
ters,2 and always became less tensile, also consistently, for
depositions at elevated temperatures. The slopes of the
change in stress vs. temperature increment for the IBDA-
deposited Lipon films ranged from y5=105 Par8C to
y13=105 Par8C, also for different deposition parame-
ters. Three representative data sets of change of stress vs.
increment of temperature for the three types of films that
we studied are shown in Fig. 3.

The latter two observations mentioned regarding stress
in our Lipon films, together with additional observations
that the higher the temperature the chamber reached during

2 ŽThis includes different anode voltages of the ion gun between 80
. Ž .and 150 V , different anode currents between 0.53 and 0.99 A , different

˚Ž .deposition rates between 2.5 and 6.1 Ars and both intermittent and
continuous depositions. Even though this earlier work was not part of this
current study, it was observed that there existed a correlation between

Žcontinuous depositions in which case the substrates reached higher
.temperatures than reported here and higher residual stresses in the films

after the deposition.
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the Lipon deposition, the larger the residual stress in the
films, and that cracking was observed after heating and
cooling the samples on a hot plate, led us to conclude that:
Ž .a the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between

Žthe Lipon films and our glass substrates the coefficient of
.Lipon being greater than that of glass is the main source

Ž .of stress in the films, and b the thermal mismatch can
account for the cracking that occurred upon cooling in
Lipon films which were part of any MEM samples that
were heated to approximately 3008C on the hot plate.

The observations made of samples after they were
heated and cooled on a hot plate show clearly that our Al
films prevented the cracking of Lipon whereas our Pt films
did not, or, if anything, the Pt films enhanced the cracking.
A hand-waving argument that can be given to explain this
behavior, just by taking into account the relative thermal
expansion coefficients of our Pt, Al and Lipon films with
respect to glass, is as follows. Upon cool-down, cracking
occurs because, given their relative expansion coefficients,

ŽLipon tends to shrink more than the glass substrate, which
is much thicker than the Lipon film and therefore restrains

.the Lipon , resulting in the Lipon being under high tensile
stress that can be relieved only by cracking. If we regard
the glassrAlrLipon structure as a Lipon film deposited on
a glassrAl substrate, the upper atomic layers of the Al will
shrink upon cool-down more than the glass and therefore
will relieve the stress on the Lipon film. That is, the
aluminum film acts as a ‘‘mechanical buffer’’ between
Lipon and the glass substrate. On the other hand, for the
glassrPt structure the upper atomic layers of the platinum
will resist shrinking as much as the bare glass, if not less
so, leading to a state of high stress on the Lipon film
similar or larger than that caused by the bare glass alone.

Finally, the fact that there is a correlation between the
inhibition or enhancement of cracking by the two kinds of
metal contacts that we studied, together with the incidence
of shortings observed in the MEM structures, suggests that
electrical shorts can be caused by cracking of the Lipon

Župon cooling following the Lipon deposition itself. It
should be noted that the temperature during the IBDA
deposition of Lipon builds up in the chamber due to
radiation from a tungsten boat from which the Li PO was3 4

.evaporated as well as from the filament of the ion gun.
The shorting then occurs during any of the next deposi-
tions, which are electronically conductive films.

4. Conclusions

The above study of some of the thermomechanical
Ž .properties of films of two metals Pt and Al that were

being used as contacts to evaluate our IBDA-deposited
Lipon and as current collectors in our thin film batteries,

Ž .indicates that there exists a strong correlation between: a

their relative thermal expansion coefficients with respect to
Ž .Lipon and our cover glass substrates; b whether or not

the metal films prevent cracking when the MEM structures
Ž .undergo a relatively large thermal transient; and c the

yields that were observed in MEM structures that incorpo-
rated these metals. That is, our Al films, which appeared to
have a thermal expansion coefficient similar to that of

ŽLipon and the thermal expansion coefficient of both were
.greater than that of cover glass , also prevented cracking of

Lipon when deposited between Lipon and the glass sub-
strate and thereby provided good yields for MEM struc-
tures. According to our thermal expansion model for ex-
plaining the cracking of Lipon, our Al films alleviated the
state of high stress in our Lipon films and therefore
prevented their cracking and shorting. On the other hand
the use of sputter-deposited Pt films, whose thermal expan-
sion coefficients seems to be similar to or smaller than that
of cover glass and thus did not inhibit cracking in Lipon,
resulted in much poorer yields when used in MEM struc-
tures.

These experimental results suggest that electrical short-
Žing might be overcome if the correct metal and perhaps

.thickness is chosen for the current collectors for thin film
batteries. We are currently studying what the optimal
thickness of an Al film as current collector might be, and
whether or not other metals or metal combinations could

Žalso serve as buffer layers for instance Cu, or AlqCu,
both of which might also be more electrochemically stable

.than solely Al against lithium .
A different approach might be to modify the parameters

of the IBDA deposition of Lipon to change the thermome-
chanical properties of the films. For example, it was
reported that the thermal expansion coefficient of Lipon

w xglasses decreases with increasing nitrogen content 8 . This
also could conceivably reduce the thermal expansion mis-
match sufficiently to alleviate the cracking problem.
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